
8/6/2014 – GFJ PTA Budget Meeting Minutes 

 

In attendance: 

Dania Amerman 

Heather Troy 

Brenda Mariano 

Amy Paolini 

Tiffany Robbins 

Larry Dake 

Sharon McGuinness 

 

short presentation on SaveAround 

$25 this year 

John Cornick 607-349-1044 

Adrianne Dinoff-Storti - 607-321-5189 age88@live.com 

 

Cynthia is moving to Middle School position 

Filling it is governed by Civil Service Law because it's under Broome County. 

 

Start with Expenses 

ASEP - lowered to $400 since it was $300 last year...leave wiggle room but be more realistic 

Cultural Arts - leave as is - (spooky amount taken from 4 and 5( 

Back to school - lunch - leave it at $300 so we can get it catered again 

Digital dome - no chair - so take away 

K-5 parties - Add $1200 to get ice cream trucks for every grade - will remove in future years if we get closer to a 

balanced budget 

CORRECTION: Remove  the $1200 -- because we are over budget and revisit later. 

requires more discussion 

 

Fall Fest - lower to $150 since they were so awesome breaking even with the understanding that they have a $250 

buffer if they DON'T break even 

 

Festival of learning - up it for prizes 

hospitality - decrease to $100 

Parties - down to $1200 (400 per) 

Misc programs - what is this?? 

Movie night - down to $100 for actual cost 

PARP - chair wants to double it to $2500 

 - we are going to make it one line item and up it to $1500 with the intent to revisit later in the year if we get more 

details about a possible additional $1000 - we feel we need more information. 

preschool story - drop amount 

Reflections - requested $500 but keep at $100 because we don't have enough details. Intend to revisit at later date with 

more specifics 

 sharing parade - down to 900 

dunk down to $350 

Teacher and staff down to 400 (based on history) 

tel:607-349-1044
tel:607-321-5189
mailto:age88@live.com


Variety show - 

Yearbook - lots of questions - we have less kids, what is our minimum? 

actual cost vs selling price 

presale order in advance? Tiffany will ask 

Paper products up to $600 - to cover tissues, dry erase, notebooks, pencils 

Brenda suggesting line item of what we should carry over. 

 

New Line Items: 

Student kits - small kits for new students who come in with nothing. 

estimate 50 students - $300, 75 = $450 

Larry Dake interested in making transition easier. 

new line item $150 for 25 more kits (we have enough for 25 existing kits) but can revisit if need arises. 

 

Jim Fontaine dedication - no item now but revisit if necessary 

fall assembly - wacky science show $1500 - we are moving forward with this. 

45 minutes - split into two groups 

one at 9:15AM and 10:15AM 

11/12 and 11/13 maybe communicate with homer brink. 

 

removing cider mill (booster taking it) 

removing embrace 

adjust Boxtops amount for less - the high hitting family is leaving 

holiday shoppe - shooting for week of 12/15 (concert is 12/11) 

will have to be in the lobby --> revisit the need/desire for this at all. 

unorganized and hectic for teachers and kids 

 

PTA membership - decrease membership a $5 and $7 

Budget $150 for profit and add $150 for PTA membership Incentive as expense item. 

They should balance but we can revisit later. 

 

Spring pictures - amount from last year will be in budget but we are questioning whether we are required to do them 

this spring because it's disruptive and the exchange of pictures and we don't need the money. 

 

brax - sports teams cups - we will not add line item but are open to the fundraiser especially if it's low maintenance 

 

fall assembly and ice cream truck would keep budget balanced. (With using the entire reserve) 

 

add line item for carry over $3K 


